Elements Vol 1 – GEOSynths.
Thanks for purchasing Elements Vol 1 for u-he’s fantas c Synth, Repro 5. As you may
know, I mainly focus on Hardware, not that I have anything against so ware, it’s just
a preference. That said I have made Patches for u-he’s DIVA and thought i’d have a
go with Repro 5.
I have a Prophet 10 re-issue and recreated some sounds in Repro, which completely
surprised me at how close it got, especially with high Modula on rates and the
Resonance, then took advantage of the extra func onality such as built in FX and
Stereo Panning, which made a huge di erence.

Presets
I’ve named all 100 patches and they are in the order I made them, hence having a
number before the name. They have been tagged and have descrip ons also. I have
gone through the Patches and tried to match the Volume Levels, however this can
change dras cally depending on if the Mod Wheel and A ertouch are u lised.
I hope you enjoy using the patches, I’ve tried to make them musical and dynamic, so
you can use them in your Produc ons, as is. There’s only a couple of FX types of
Sounds, the rest are all Pads, Strings, Bass Lead and so on.
Installa on
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1. Press the “Presets” Bu on in Repro 5 at the top (next to Tweaks)
2. Open the download you got from me and nd the Folder “Elements Vol 1 GEOSynths”
3. Drag this Folder over to the “User” Folder and that’s it.
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Patch Name

Type

Descrip on

1.Prophet 111 GEO

Poly

Recrea on of the 1st Patch on the reissued
Prophet 5/10 Rev 4

2.Rings of Saturn GEO

Poly

Rhythmic Polysynth with a great amoiunt of
diverse tone when using the MW and AT.

3. Bladerunner GEO

Brass

I always make this Sound, it’s a test I do
just to see how the Oscillators respond. It
is what it is.

4. Epoch Pad GEO

Pad

Modulated Pad, very Dark and velvet like.
Great to have thin Strings over the top.

5. Slipstream GEO

Pad

Bright, gurgling StringPad with lots of
movement.

6. Impulse GEO

Pad

StringPad with lots of resonance, which is just
on the edge of breaking up.

7. Prom Night GEO

Poly

Very Bright PWM PolySynth.

8. Acous x GEO

Guitar

Great Acous c Guitar with lots of dynamics.

9. Alderan GEO

Pad

Dark and Rich with some resonance and
Modula on.

10. Cyberdyne GEO

Pad

Thin PWM Pad, which grows quite quickly.

11. Duckface Bass GEO

Bass

Juicy Bass with decent Low End and Resonance,
very Funky.

12. Heavy Lead GEO

Lead

Classic unison Lead, great for fast runs.

13. Holiday Lead GEO

Lead

Lead/Poly used by Madonna in “Holiday”

14. Juicy Lucy GEO

Bass

Another great Funky Bass, she certainly is
Juicy :)

15.Light Years GEO

Poly

Just a Classic PolySynth, which you used to hear
in early Electro Music.

16. Naked Games GEO

Pad

Highly modulated with lots of resonance, great
low down as well.

17. Old Leslie GEO

Organ

Organ with self-resona ng Filter for a Sine
Wave. Subtle changes in tone with a “Leslie”
e ect.

18. PadSync GEO

Pad

Great SyncPad with a wiry tone and subtle
movement, though get’s a bit deeper with the
MW.

19. Reckless GEO

Lead

Dirty Lead, which is best used for low Bass.
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20. Remember Me GEO

Lead

Aggressive Lead, which can be used low down.
Lots of modula on.

21. Rezonnata GEO

Pad

Highly resonant, however when MW is used it
gives the impression of LFO being modulated
by another.

22. Ripler GEO

Pad

Cool Filter Modulated Pad with a rhythmic
element when using the MW.

23. St Leonards GEO

Bell

Great Bell Sound with a twist, use the MW for
it to become a Pad.

24. Weary Head GEO

Lead

Juicy Synth Lead with an FM texture.

25. Sad Times GEO

EP

Warm EP with a fast tremolo when using AT.

26. Juno Bass GEO

Bass

Big, heavy, Juno like Bass…It’s a Monster!

27. Gammon Pad GEO

Pad

Ha…Made this during a Live Stream and was
named “Gammon Pad” by the audience.

28. Jazz Room GEO

Organ

Fantas c Organ with lots of Girth and Grit.
Leslie E ect included and crunch from the
Tubes!

29. Rec fy GEO

Lead

Filter Modulated Lead with lots of movement
and texture.

30. Ort Cloud GEO

Pad

Beau ful StringPad with a slightly thin tone in
the mids. Very Musical and Atmospheric.

31. The Wall GEO

Bass

Huge Bass with 100% Chorus.

32. Dead Zone GEO

Pad

Very ominous Pad, great for Horror Movie.
Lot’s of slow movement and tonal changes over
me, especially with Controllers.

33. Serpent GEO

Lead

Watch out, this one bites! Gurgly and Noisy,
this Lead will really cut through and is great for
Drone Bass.

34. A Place of Solace GEO

Pad

Highly resonant, swept Pad with subtle
movement going through the harmonics. MW
removes the resonance for a more darker Pad.

35. Smoky Rhodes GEO

EP

Awesome Rhodes style Electric Piano. Dig in
deep to get the raspy Tube Tones.

36. Hallows GEO

Poly

Percussive Keys, which is good for short Chords.

37. Realms GEO

Pad

Beau ful StringPad with lots of gurgling
movement and texture.

38. Curved Space GEO

Pad

Pa erned Pad with modulated Reverb.

39. Re ec ons GEO

Pad

Great Pad with lots of movement throughout.
Sounds great when using the MW to Filter
down.

40. Pick Up Bass GEO

Bass

Authen c sounding Electric Bass, which has
been “Amped Up”. Nice and solid with some
good overtones.
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41. Tidal Tines GEO

Bell

Bell like sound with lots of tonal changes with
velocity.

42. Sinners Lead GEO

Lead

Very cu ng and bright lead with slight
quivering. Pitch is split into 5th’s/octaves using
MW.

43. The Strings GEO

Pad

Simple, yet beau ful StringPad.

44. Brick Wall GEO

Bass

Big, heavy Bass Sequence and slightly distorted.

45. Nostalgia Calls GEO

Pad

Beau ful, treacle like tone for this one.

46. UFO GEO

FX

A bit cheesy, but hey good example of high
rates of modula on.

47. Solid Sync GEO

Lead

Sync Lead with a di erence. Hear it grow with
sustained notes, though when you use the MW
it will Sync.

48. SubSonics GEO

Bass

Deep Bass with a touch of Chorus for width and
tone.

49. Perks GEO

Perc

Percussive Blocks with a lovely, creamy Reverb
when using the MW.

50. Rough Night GEO

Pad

Dark and swirly Stringer Synth. It’s got a bit of a
gri y texture, but a nice swirl as well.

51. Inca Tribes GEO

Lead

Very expressive Flute with a nice wooden
quality to it and haun ng Reverb.

52. Crossfade GEO

Pad

Glorious resonate Pad with slow movement
and rough texture at mes.

53. Repulsed GEO

Pad

Pad with lots of ripples and slow movement,
great stereo Pad.

54. Bassics GEO

Bass

Big Bass with subtle Glide.

55. Mixx Pad GEO

Pad

Filter Modulated Pad, it’s so rich and gurgly :)

56. Proto GEO

EP

Bright EP with a twist. Play the Chord and hear
it come back!

57. Ringside GEO

Bell

Bright Bell with a slight quiver. Very delicate!

58. Time Warp GEO

Pad

Another great Filter Modulated Pad.

59. Juno Dreams GEO

Bass

Nice and simple Poly with a warm understated
tone.

60. Enough GEO

Lead

A bit Depeche Mode inspired.

61. Tape Strings GEO

Pad

Rough and Ready String Synth

62. Deadline GEO

Poly

Cool PolySynth with subtle phasing.

63. Gated Riser GEO

FX

Weird FX with modulated Reverb.

64. Di erent Corner GEO

Pluck

Classic Prophet 5 Sound used by Wham in “A
Di erent Corner”

65. Ambient Bass GEO

Bass

Unison Bass with a nice Chorus and short delay.
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66. Take On Me GEO

Poly

Good approxima on of the main Melody and
Poly Sound in the famous song by A-HA.

67. Alchemy GEO

Pads

Gorgeous, wiry Pad with slow movement and
texture.

68. Yay GEO

Lead

Vocal type of Lead with a touch of Crush!

69. Keyring GEO

EP

Cool EP with a bit of Grunge.

70. Don’t Go GEO

Lead

Classic Yazoo Lead Sound.

71. Secret Garden GEO

Pad

The Ul mate Pad! Lots of dynamics here,
especially when used with the MW.

72. Lower Limit GEO

Bass

Cool Lead Sound, which is also great down low.

73. Cyber Strings GEO

Pad

Thin sounding Strings, though great over a Pad.

74. Nightshade GEO

Bell

Delicate Bells with great Stereo and movement.

75. Viaduct Pad GEO

Pad

Dark and gooey with lots of movement.

76. Your Eminence GEO

Pad

Cool Stringer Synth, based upon the Classic
Sound

77. Tolling Bell GEO

Bell

Delicate and Atonal. Great ambient sound for
subtle melodies.

78. Brass Balls GEO

Brass

Big Cajones on this one!.

79. Colors GEO

Pad

Great, slow meandering Pad

80. Night Lounge GEO

EP

Cool EP for late at night in the Casino!

81. Todd is God GEO

Chord

Classic Stab Sound that was typical of early
House.

82. Chorus Line GEO

Pad

Big, Fat, wiry Pad with a thick layer of Chorus!

83. Dirty Thoughts GEO

Lead

Huge Sync Lead with a twist.

84. King of Kings GEO

Pad

This is more Analogue than some Analogue
Synths!

85. Hold the Line GEO

Lead

Gurgly, hard Lead.

86. Dark Dynamics GEO

Pad

Dark Pad with meandering tone. Lots of
changes from quiet to loud and very
expressive.

87. FM Bass GEO

Bass

Hard, Digital Bass.

88. Night Life GEO

Poly

Really cool Poly, which steps through 5ths and
Octaves.

89. City Keys GEO

EP

Bright with plenty of Chorus when pushed
harder.

90. Broken Arrow GEO

Poly

Arp like Poly, which is Tempo locked. Great
over Drums.

91. Plucked Delays GEO

Poly

Great for Chords over a House beat.

92. 12 String GEO

Guitar

Very bright Acous c Guitar with a hint of
Chorus.

Beau ful, mid sweeping Pad.

94. Bass Head GEO

Bass

Big and heavy with a touch of Chorus, which
becomes wider with the MW.

95. Overwri en GEO

Pad

Dirty sounding Pad, which breaks up with
added AT.

96. Derezzed GEO

FX

Faller and Riser with Bit Reduc on.

97. Quan fy GEO

Pad

Rippling Pad with a whole Tub load of
resonance, ready and wai ng.

98. Notch Pad

Pad

Modulated EQ pad, which sounds warm and
bright with some good moments of mid sweep.

99. Candle Light GEO

EP

Nice EP for playing at the end of the Night.

100. High Tide GEO

Lead

Cu ng Lead with a Pitch twist.
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93. Milk & Honey GEO

Terms of service
All sound libraries and samples are copyrighted by GEOSynths. Reselling of any
GEOSynths product purchased, also par ally (e. g. single sounds), is prohibited.
When ordering a GEOSynths product, you accept this agreement.
Copyright
This product is © Copyright 2021 GEOSynths, all rights reserved, and is protected by
EU laws, interna onal trea es and all other applicable na onal or interna onal laws.
This product may not, in whole or in part, be copied, photocopied, translated, or
reduced to any electronic medium or machine-readable form, without prior consent
in wri ng, from GEOSynths and according to all applicable laws. The sole owner of
this product is the GEOSynths.
No Warranty
GEOSynths provides absolutely no warranty. The so ware and informa on are
provided "as is" without warranty of any kind, either express or implied, including,
but not limited to, any implied warran es of merchantability and tness for a
par cular purpose. The en re risk as to the quality and usefulness of the so ware
and informa on is with the buyer.
Should the informa on prove to be incorrect and/or so ware not work as expected,
the buyer assumes the cost of all necessary servicing, repair or correc on. In no
event will GEOSynths be liable for any damages, any lost pro ts, lost monies, or other
special, incidental or consequen al damages arising out of the use or inability to use
this so ware and/or informa on including but not limited to loss of data or data
being rendered inaccurate or losses sustained by third par es, or for any claim by any
other party.
No refunds once download and no exchanges.
Restric ons
The buyer may not use, copy, modify, translate, or transfer the product or any copy
except as expressly de ned in this agreement. You cannot Sample these Presets and
then sell them as a Sample Pack.
Opera ng license
The buyer has the non-exclusive right to use the product only by a single person. If
the product permits, the buyer may physically transfer the product from one Synth to
another, provided that only the buyer uses the product.
Back-up
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The buyer may make one copy of the so ware part of the product solely for back-up
purposes. The buyer must reproduce and include the copyright no ce on the back-up

copy.
Terms
This license is e ec ve un l terminated. The buyer may terminate it by destroying
the complete product and all copies thereof. This license will also terminate if the
buyer fails to comply with any terms or condi ons of this agreement. The buyer
agrees upon such termina on to destroy all copies of the so ware and of the
documenta on.
Other rights and restric ons
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All other rights and restric ons not speci cally granted in this license are reserved by
the GEOSynths.

